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WORKING BASES FOR CORRUPTION: SOME CONSEQUENCES 
OF NARCOTIC LA~'l ENFORCEMENT 

I 

Narcotic La\V~ are·subjlct to the corruption of their spirit 
because of the means by which they must be enforced. Corruption 
has its base in the erosion of formal rules and procedures, and 
their replacement with info~mal rules and procedures. However, 
informal. rules and procedures, or "''lorking agreements and arrange
ments" are crucial to maintenance of any organiz·ation. While 
informal rules and working arrangements serve several functions 
for organizations, one of the most important is that they help 
members achieve clarity in 'ambiguous areas and resolve problematic 
si tuations. In areas of police work like narcotic l.aw enforcement, 
where many activities are ambiguous and problematic, informal
working agreements may be the only way any enforcement-is accomplish
ed; yet, it is these informal arrangements which provide the struc
tural base for further erosion and corruption of the law. 
Utilizing a structural-organizational perspective, we examine 
the general implications of formal rule erosion, and specifically 
we focus on ambiguities and problems surrounding the activity 
of case-making for na.rcotics officers.' Analysis of case-making 
activities by officers indicates the manner in which formal 
rule erosion is accoillplished and why erosion is seen as necessary. 
In addition, analysis reveals how information about informal 
\,Torking rules and their application is controlled and "slips" 
and "errors" handled so that significant publics do not become 

'knm'lledgeable of the discrepancies bet"'leen the la,,'l as, statute and 
as action. Finally, analysis indicates how all traditionally . 
defined areas of corruption (e.g., bribe taking, using and selling 
drugs, etc.) revolve around, and are conditioned by the activities 
of case-making. The implications of this pattern are discussed 
as they relate to the regulation of economic markets in general. 

I 



Narcotics Laws are subject to corruption of their spirit 

means by ,.,hich they must be enforced. By "cor

rup-tion" we mean a departure from idealized norms of.procedure 

. and, in addition, a departure from the officially presented, 

versions of procedure. The '. latter refers to discrepancies 

bet,.,een the official version, or imagery of law enforcement 

!,f'. ,presented to significant publics, such diverse groups as con-

"'~' -. ' 
,; 

gressional committees, PTA's! city councils and a myriad of 

neighborhood groups, and actual practice. Such subtle, erosive 

corruption is a basis for other, perhaps more obvious, types of 

corruption that are traditionally examined (e.g., bribery). 

, Although we will not focus on them, we ,.,ill comment upon them 

and'indicate how they are related to the processes we are examin-

ing. 

In a previous paper (Manning and Redlinger, forthcoming), 

we characterized heroin markets as "legally suppressed entities" 

and we identi:Eiea. structural featilres that caused pressures and 
.:K-

temptations to engage in"corruption"· to be more. sharply 

directed to lower level agents. These pressures result becaus.e 

although licit and illicit markets share many common features, 

the moral intentions of the law differentially focuses agent. 

activity: agents regulating licit markets are mandated to seek 
\, 

to induce compliance while sust.aining market act'ivity at some 

acceptable level while agents regulating illicit,market~ are 

:'.~: 

In this paper we examined some traditional forms 
such as bribery, obstruction of justice, use of drugs ·~··'Weusedthe 
term corruption to denote infractions or violations of the laws 

, .. governing appropriate agent conduct whether or not the agents were 
apprehended, and sought to indicate how these Uc,9rruptionsllwere am~ 
more to structural pressures and strains than ficiws in individual, ... 
agents. 

. ' 

.,:;). 



to seek to eradicate the activity. < Structurally, the 

in enforcement procedures and in the types and kinds 

of influences se<llers have available to them to persua.de agents 

'focus pressures on lower .level agents in illicit markets, whereas 

in licit markets such pressures appear to be spread more evenly 

throughout the market structure. < As a result, we argue, one 

tends to find more instances of corruption (in the traditional 

sense) among lower level agents regulating legally suppressed 

markets, while overall one would find roughly equivalent levels 

or rates of corruption among regulatory agents in both licit and 

illicit markets. 

In the present paper, we will examine wha·t can be considered 

somewhat more subtle processes which link the structure of ~nforce-' 

ment with types of outcomes associated with the corruption of 

that enforcement. In the regulation of both licit and illicit 

markets, corruption has its base in the ?egotiation of the 

idealized rules of procedure leading to their erosion and replace

ment \-1i th an informal, but pragmatically operating f set of rules 

built up by minute adjustments of enforcement agents. With . 

regard to narcotic law enforcement, we will examine some of the 

ongoing interactional processes that act-out, make visible and 

durate the social structure o~ enforcement.. What must be kept 

. in mind, however 1 is that while idealized cannons provide the 

legitimizing base for enforcement activity, the activity itself 

provides the enduring featur~s tha..t give life ,to the law. 

is;the everyday workings of agents that regularize, routiniz~ 

ma.ke normatively binding the negotiated procedures through 



-" 
,qh:Lch a social structure of enforcemen·t emerges and endures. 

By careful analysis of the.strur.ture of enforcement, we can 

gain considerable insig'ht into, not o'nly the proce~ses of 

negotiation,but in addition, into the genesis of organizational 

departures from idealized standards. It is these departures" 
. . 

",hich form the base for further discrepancies some of which take 

on the forms that are labelled corruption. This perspective 

dOes not preclude arialysis of traditionally defined and thought 

types of corruption. However, it does point to the prac.tical 

working base for the actions of officers and place this base 

wi,thin an organizational framework. 

II. Organizational Ambiguities 

We assume that organizations' seek to create and maintain, 

a positive impression, and that this idealized impression becomes 

objectivated as a foc;:us of accountability and career success 

for organizational members. However, in every organization; 

there remain problematic situations and ambiguous areas that 

serve to point up by contrast not only the degree of certainty 

in other operative areas, but also reveal the necessary trans

~ctions which sustain the formal structure, so~e aspect~ of 

, "which serve to maintain the organizat.Umalimpression to 

(cf.Goffman, 1956; Manning, 1971). All occupationsahd pro-

." ., 

fessions encounter such areas and situations, as a restilt bf 

which they must sustain both 'practical working arrangements 

that' are departures from formal procedure and a fictive front 

that"helies these arrangemenfs. ,The informal 

al;'rangements 



. ," 

", 

norms are often attempts to resolve the repetitive 
. r ,"' 

problematic situations in '\vhich officers find themselves. >f 

In the legal" social and political context of working 

officers in large u.s. cities, yirtual adherence to 

idealized versions of enforcement would. result in ineffectual 

enforcement at best, and at worst in li~tle or no enforcernentat 

all. Let us take an example of the ways in which working rules 

grmv up in narcotics units, hmV' they depart significantly from 

administrative rules, and how these patterned departures provide 

thepasis for 'Vlhat "le have called corruption. According to 

policy in one department (although it is not written, but verbally" 

passed on by sergeants) all buys must be approved by a sergeant 

prior to buy money being issued. Hmvever, each sergeant keeps 

a fund of $200 to allocate to his officers as he sees fit; arid 

normally I each sergeant keeps it lI.in circulation." This gives 

men a pool of money to use in case they have an opportunity to 

maJ:;:e a c,?ntrolled buy with an informant. : .. After the buy I a: 

voucher is submitted to the sergeant for reimbursal (a buy 

report for any drugs bought is also filled in)." In effect, 

" / 

/Of course, not all of the informal arrangements negotia.ted 
~ut are attempts to resolve ambiguities and problematic situa
tions; some arepr?lgmatic ways to increase organizational 
efficiency, ease the strain on individuals, or to promote persOIial ' 

, careers ~Hmvever, in those areas where negotiation of informal ,', , 
,,''lorking arJ?angements occ;urs. for~he purp,?ses of reducingarruriguity 
" and, resolvl.ng problematl.c s~tuatl.ons offIcers must necessarl.ly ',' 

depart from official rules and regulations.' This is not to ,say 
that unambiguous areas and unproblematic situations are not ' " 
negotiable and negotiated. ,In such areas and situations, .'V'h~re 
the degree of, consensus i,s;high, 'the processes, are not 'asobvi6us, 

, and ,less time and energy must be spent in negotiation;; '", BOl..maarieS' 
are ,,:more set and, the participants involved have some degree, qf """, 
closure, ,overthel.r areas and know what the criteria of evaluation' 
',a~e and hm'1they are to be applied. ' , ., ' ,', " , 

, 1 



cannot prospectively control, except a.fter the fa.ct, 

and number of buys made by persons in his 

In order to make it possible for agents to take advantage 

of "fast-breaking" opportunities to make buys, or to provide money 

for an informant to make buys, money must be instantly available • 

. It is accepted, ther. r that a vast majority of buys \"lill be approved 

ex post facto (at ,·,hich time they may be a source of criticism 

the sergeant or the lieutenant who reads the vouchers). ·This 

approved and sanctioned departu.re from idealized procedure allows 

the submission of false vouchers, altering the amount of drugs 

. bought, splitting fees \"lith informants, paying of "bonuses" 

for seizures or for "good work~ unconnected with specific tasks, 

etc. The working rules lead directly to the opportunity for 

corruptio~, and this type of corruption, since it can improve 
'--:'. 

performance, is appealing to investigators. Thus, a dual stan-

dard is established, one side for the public, the other for 

private versions of the\'lorkand sub rosa practices. Officers 

must not only enforce laws pertaining to narcotics violationpI 

in addition, observe procedural rules and laws ~hich protectEhe 

civil right.s of the people involved, laws 

what can be used as evidence, that limit searches and seizures 
' ...... ,~ . 

host of other prescriptions./. All o£these 

.. cally stated. abstract rules must be, in facb, applied by 

.in specific situations and i:.1 suchsi"\;:uations 
. . 

~ffort arid efficiency must be weighed against 
.:.-

has contrasted these two models of 
modeli'and .?3-. "proceduraimodel.~' 



As we will demonstrate, 

'internal pressures from ,supervisions, to agents are to "make 

dases," whil~ t~e background expectancies are those of Depart-

"'mental Regulations and the u. S. or State's Attorney's Office and 

their (o·ften shifting) criteria of acceptable cases.' 

In most narcotics departments, there are no firm, written 

policies or guidelines covering the strategy and tactics bf 

enforcement, although they are "knmvn" and implicitly recognized 

and understood. Although for all police officers making a Case 

is a dramatic focal point of the work, in narcot:-ics it is fraught 

with fateful ambiguities, and adjustments to them become a source 

of the corruption o·f the spirit of the la\'l. Pressure to "make 

cases," lito bring in bodies," IIput meat on the table" to justify 

the enterprise pervade narcotics organizations, albeit in subtle 

and indirect \-laYs - joking, banter, ridicule, and casual remarks. ' 

All are inducements to learning short-cuts, or ways around ideal 

procedures, or to do the expedient'thing. Guidance in field 

d~cisions involving when,hm'l and. where to arrest are nowhere 

'stipulated in writing. No special techniques, skills, approaches, 

or dec~sion-making rules are taught or systematically 

to investigators, nor are any specifically stipulated as pre-

'ferred or to be avoided. Dealings with, informants, so crucial 

,in narcotics since they provide access to drug deals ,actually 

make buys under agent supervision, and provide 

tion, with some exceptions regarding payment are left to,the,dl:S~ 

cretion of, the officer. Thus, when an officer must 

'investig a te ,t'lhen, hm-; and. to wha t.length, ahd with 
, ' 

the.market. in mind,. he is most ,consistently' 

, ~. ' 



by approved practice and taken-foi:<-granted assumptions 
'\ 

which he learns" in interaction \,li th his peers, especially those 
I 

.. d ( . I . 
~n, h~s m·m· squa a un~t oft 4-6 m,en superv~sed by a sergeant)!' 

(See Manning, 1975). In order to successfully make cases or 
\' . 

asseffible facts for a charge, a narcotics officer relies on the 

'practices and skills he learns, and his understandings of what 

is acceptable for all practical purposes in his department. 

,These working rules, in time, become a structural base for judging 

acceptable performance. However, in the absence of written 

policies, there is always a double standard ~ a public, legalistic 

standard and a private, taken-for-granted standard. The ways 

in \.,hich narcotics officers deal 'with these ambiguities and 

dualistic standards, and the resolutions they make, under some 

conditions, can (and will) be revealed and labelled ~s "corruption. u 

Until that time, they are simply "working rules." 

To discuss the problematics of cases and case-making, a 

. characterization of narcotics law enforcement and of modes of 

systematization of narcotics information is required. We can 

then attempt to link these relatively obdurate matters of organiza-

and la,., to the occupational realities of narcotics work. 

We preceed both of these discussions, however,lwith ~ very 

description of our research method. 

Hethod and Data 

The observations and data here reported aJ::;e derived from 
" . , , , ' '. . ~ 

research in the narcotics units of police d-;;partmeritsiIi 
i' 
" 

8.0 0,0 a Oin 
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of over 650,000; the other a city of over 580,000; 

. southeastern city with a population of nearly 530,000, and. one 

very large mid\vestern city police department;. • The' departments, 

which range in size. from 4,600 to officers, contain 

narcotics units ranging in size from 61 to office:!:;,s. 

periods of time, from a week and a. half to over four 

!flonths, were spent in observation and intervievling of 

within narcotics units from command personnel through working 

The level of use, number of users and the kinds of 

~roblems faced by these departments, their policies~ 

.strategies and tactics of enforcement are quite different. 

What is reported here are administrative procedures and everyday 

piactices which sustain the background against which corruption 

appears, and the general outlines of the legal and organizational 

problems associated ,.,i th regulating anillici t market and a 

"life-style-crime" - narcotics use. The principle focus of our 

research \vas upon the interconnections of modes of enforcement 

and the market, and identification of the overall strategy and 

tactics employed. / 

This research vlas sponsored by a Fellmvship to Redlinger 
from.the Drug Abuse Council, Washington D. C.for 197 4-l975, .anc:1 ..... . 
bya Visi tingFellO\vship to Manning (NILECJGrant, #NI-7 4-99-0029) 
from the National Institute of La,';. Enforcement. and Criminal 
Justice,LEAA, for 1974-1975. We gratefully ac~nowledge.this 
support. The 'ideas expressedherea.re not necessarily those of 
the National Institute or the Drug ~buseCotincilor their staffs,.: . 

. ". nor aretheYP?licy statements.. \\1e are also indebted·to,.i:he . 
police departments in which\'le .. worked, and for the coc>pefation· 
shown by the.officers we interviewed. . 



Narcotics Use and.Enforcement Problems 

this' society it ises·timated that there are bet"leen 
t , 

'200,000 and 600,OOO-users o~f opiates (cf. Heller, 1973:384;. 

HOl~han, 1973: 28.7-288 iI<ingl, 1974: 33). As:a conseq'uence .of a 
I 

of decisions made by1dOminant policy makers in this 

,l., 

. "oJ: 

. \ 
c~untry, -N~ have 1 since the 'early part of this century, attempted 

.'-: '; 

. 1. 

'\ 

to control and crim~nally sanction the use and distribution of 

opiates and other pmverful psychoactive substances. (Heller, 

1973; Busto, 1973, Lindesmith, 1965). The degree and typ\~ of. 

control varies from drug to drug, but the sole legitimate use 

of heroin is for scientific experimentation. The conditions of 

. legitimate use are pres'cribed, while criminal penalties can be 

imposed fo:r: use or distribution outside legally constrained 

channels.' The fact that these drug exchange transactions are 

defined criminally indicates at least in a preliminary fashion 

that there is a degree of conflict sur~otinding their meaning 

and consequence and that a form of non-criminal regulation based 

. upon the interdigitation of producers and'regulators (as in. 

'licit ma.rkets)· is unacceptable to society. As a result of these 

policy and legislative decisions, the police are required to 

regulate with criminal sanctions 
, 

' .. "'. 

",<'Another i .. lay of characterizing this situation is to note 
that,. the absence of primary and informal agreements among social 
groups concerning the II threat" and consequences of these drug 

,rtransactipns is at the root of the atte~pt by po\verful groups . 
;"to crimindlize their use and exchange, and to virtuallycirctim .... 
, • "scribethe obligation and authority for regulation to the police • 
. , Rather than prohibit. completely the. use and tracle, in.' opiates ~,the 
:~> .. pmverful elements in this society have chosen to use, the criminal ..... . 
;~;'/' sanction as a means of adding crime costs (i. e., the costs .,. ., 
:;., ',resulting ,from the needed protection against enforcement., the. con--· .. :' 
~:;::, sequencesc;:>f imprisor;ment, finesanSl the like) to ,at'hal::' cqsts.:~ 

of productl..on, distrl..bution, market1ng and packagJ.ng. (See. ',", 
~lt:" Redlinger, 1969 fora p'ara:Llel, il1abort:ton 'see Davis, 1972) ~,; '0: 

~;:,;:..' ',I~ ~s 'perI;aps beca,;se control of ,the "C!istribution and marketirrg . "':%~ 
if,;,:; .. , ::fh.r~q:>1s.o.t.hen.;r.l.Se diffi'cult: 1f not' impo$sible . (because of .,:~; 
:L'/:>;~:< _ c'. ,el.rwICl~sp:s~adCLyailabili~y! rlatural~()w cos,tandsimplici-tY . ,',,\, 

~:~~:::l~~:~'1 .. :':;~:*,~g~~&i!.~f~~ra~u~tf~a~~~i~rt~~r:J.~~·~~~;~t~~1~~r;· •. be~n ' .. employed, :tg ... : .........• ;;: .. ":: 
~: -,,:::' ~ ... :;{,:; .. >~.~ ;\: ~'-:~.~'-;·:·.;'.:;::;··.:·2'A~~2?A .. ~. ;.~ . ; .. :.:.~: >:'::'~<';" ~,::~ >' .. :.~ ~~:.'.:.~ ·:'-<~:7 ,:;, :,_ '~ - :.::. " • ~.:.~ 'it:,:; ~~l .. :,,;:'~::':_!:':- .".: .,'~ _:-;c:~.\) ,'-.;:'," --, " ".'.:' .. -', ,,' . , '·'~:/::;;.::;J(~~~/~;;,~·;:C~~~:·~r.~_~i:~~~:f\:d~f 
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in goods and services considered by a substantial 

of the population to be desireable both as a mode or 

of life and/or as a source of livelihood.. The crime exhibits 

aspects unique to drug law enforcement. 

It is a life-style-crime. Heroin in high dosage (rarely 
found on the street where the percent varies between 1-3%). 
is highly add::"cti ve.:> Its use, because it is criminalized, 
is restricted almost, although not entirely, to !:'elatively 
powerless groups: young, Black and Latino lovler class males' 
(with much smaller numbers of Whites of the same class back
ground) living in the inner cities of large metropolitan 
regions. It is, thus, a habit, a business, a mode of employ
ment, a style of life and a crime. . 

What is subsequently labelled a crime occurs only when 
there is both a tacit and explicit agreement between the 
parties on the nature of the transaction;--The common tie 
of participants "lith an economic system, a set of socio-. . ..•.......• 
moral relations in ~,,'hich these economic transactions are ernbedde<f;;: 
and an ecologic system, rriakes participants unwilling, other . 
things being equal, to bring charges against other partici
pants in the r~ultiply determined system. This is ~rue 
even \-;hen violations of "contract" and what would be con
sidered bad faith in legitimate business occurs. 

Th~: distribu'tion sys'tem is· a pyramid, of. pO~-ler, profi.t and 
vulnerability to police activities. (cf. Heller, 1973; ~ 
Holahan,1973). The smaller numbers of persons involved 
at the highest levels i.e.; the importation and distribution 
of large amounts, make the largest profit. The middle and 
lovl-level dealers are more numerous and make less profit. 
Thus, those at the highest level in an organized market are 
in a position to control prices, to extract hig'her profit at 
greater margins, to restrict their clientele, arid thus to 
protect themselves to a greater degree. They are l'i:~ast 
vulnerable to arrest, and even less vulnerable to conviction 
since they may virtually never handle the drugs themselves. . 
Convers.ely, the Im-ler level dealers andst.reet pushers/users 
'are characterized by the opposite features. Most important].y,>, 
they are vi~ible to. observation,. exhibit a Tower profit '. ' .. '~ 
margin, must deal with people they do not knmv (in part, 
. the 'reduced profit comes fromhav'ingto deali,n larger'.. . 
'numbers of clients - some of whom are, of course, possible: 
'. polfbe ipforIUants), must deal to use, are best knmvntq 
;the pdlit::e .. for their previous crimes, and are most often 
. re~arrested. . ..•. '. 

:: ;:::,~~'~',';' ~:;,~{. 
'. ·,Y . .:::y/' 

, .. FOr analysis oftha drug market as~n ecc;m6m:ic ,.and poiitip~l . :":.':; 
.. ' phenomenon, see . Redlinger ,1969, Moore, 1970' andHeller,IQ73.., ' ... ':',:>, 
, '.,~.' "',,." The' assumption has been'tl1atthequal,ityo,fheroin i~positiveJ.Y!·;}~ 

related·tO:lts. position in the dealing phain' .,..that. atthe.highest/~, :,:}.7: 
, .' ,(large 'Whoiesale.r) . level one finds the purest;· heroin/ , and. that.' '" 
'~treet'leveJ,.· heroinf1uctuates . between ,.0. and lO%purity.>.($ee ··;.;:t~· 
'.,.g~dXingeri.1Q75;Heiler, ... 19IJ; . Moore,. 1970} •. Forborit.ra.ryv:ie\~fi·,,·,~·.;(· 

. " .. . ... :.S.e.~c;;B;-o~n~l1g:.~i,:l. v~rITlan,~.",,197 3 ';<' " ' ..•... , •• ;';':,";:2:::;: 
.... '&';lL~J~:1&~~.:~i~;:':f,".'~;i';!L~; i}:2,c.~:':::h;.~.;::~.,: ~:~.< '.t •.• : ·"t)),-;:,:~,~·:<.i.' .. , .. ..'. .. ;i;:'J::~:;::' ~~33i.·; .. jx'.i;·~·}3{1 
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!!1f2..:smati~IL};;:> ~E!;ded.J:o ~l)Jor£..~ .. ))arco:ti~s 1aw~: one way in 
which crimes' of a life style, such as dealing and using opiates., 
are made known to the police is by third party informing e.g.~ 
a neighbor sees dealing going on out her window, or is bothered 
by the number of people going in and out of a nearby house 
and makes an anonymous tip to the police; inadvertant observa
tion by policemen and arrest on other charges which leads t6-
a-8eizure of drugs or other drug-related crime (the vast 
majority of arrests for drugs and drug related crime occur 
as a result of ancillary offenses; for example, traffic offenses 
which bring the violation to the attention of the uniformed 
officer) • 

However, .!111;bP...Q...ti~Q.£l. C}9:§;!?-ts 2:~ rely on Y21untary ill~()r.ma1qiOA 
or onu.n~form 9at:s.?1 fqr elJ,~Lor.£emer~t. .They actively seek 
information· by specially designed methods. They can either 
obtain the necessary information through the use of undercover 
agents to make buys, by observation of dealing, or most commonly 
by persuading persons already involved in the style of life to 
betray persons knmvn to them to be dealers i.e., to make buys 
from these people under the control of narcotics officers, 
and to do so either for money and/or for a reduction, modifica
tion or dropping of their criminal charges. (These charges 
may be either drug-related or may involve other charges such 
as burglary, assault, homicide, etc.). 

!h~ narcotics aqe~t mg~ <;$tim~baEpen. Even ~vi th confidential infor 
mation, the police have only. allegations of cr.ime .and .their. 
presence often modifies, leads to the stoppage of, or reduces 
the visibility of the crime they are legally required to 
regulate. Unlike other crime, the police have no evidenc~in 
narcotics cases until they create, make a buy, and an arrest -
"buy/bust"-coe~ce or observe transactions themselves, or create ' .. 

: '., them through their legally protected agents. In effect, then, 
the police "make crime happen, II or must induce, through money, . 

••• 'J 

persuasion, or involvement in the life style, potential 
criminals to conuni t crimes. 

One of the ma'or reasons that the olice are de 1 

~n ormants Ls the seEaration Q£it.liPoP them. aI)d tha..."cr:i-.lma.s"· " 
1j1g,t are OCC'JYjng. Ina simple manner I we' can see this separa:
tion as one that is social, in the sense that the action is·'- ~j 
not within their sphere ·of interaction, but they must make 
it so, by seekil:lg out theelements that makecrirrie,andmore . ".;~ 
importantly, . crime is not ecologically related to them;~~he;,; ......••. /7., 
latter greatly influences the former. Ecdlogically -~ spatialIY~~ 
the officers are removed from the crime and the criminal, and . : 
thus, they must retroacti,vely act upon the criminal ithey can 
not stop the crime. But in order to stop the criminal, they' 
mustfiave information. Since th~y are eciologicallyre~oved, 
and socially removed, they must have some "'contact II to the . 
situation. They are sociCilly removed in the sense that they' ... 

. 'most often would not, if left to their own devices, geekout 
", those elements, associate with those elements, or .be.a .party 

to those elements,. If they would, ther'lone has an officer . 
who was ohce. part of and may' continue to be pa:r::t·· of . the 
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marginal classes; most officers may have" originated in those 
classes but aspire to their more genteel elements, if they 
aspire to that class at all (usually they are upvlardly mobile).· 
In the more phenomenal -sense they are socially removed in that 
they are not present at the action which would be a crime .?f-·· 

~-~: Undercover officers are an interesting exception in that not 
only are they present ,,,hen the act that is criminal occurs, but 
that in addition, they do· nothing about it because they cannot blow 
their cover! Their cover enables them to "'i tness repe';:i tive 
criminal acts, but obviates them from the enforcement of the law •. 

. Noreover, their commitment to their cover makes it ea.sier for 
them not to enforce the 1m" since most of the time they are opera-:
ting under actual odds "lhich vlOuld make enforcement not a clear-cut 
act. The numbers of conflicting parties may be actually greater 
than the agent or agents operating undercover. (In San Antonio, for. 
example, they had another unit of two men monitoring the undercover 
man and his informant with a sensor device. We. could sit a block· 
away and hear the conversation -- in that 't-lay, if the officer was 
"made II 1 the other officers could come to his re·SCUB. This policy 
\'las initiated only after one officer had been "made" and beaten.) 

,. 
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a Case and Features of a Case: Two Models of Procedure 

There are two basic patterns of administration within narco~ 

tics units that we observed; there may be many others, but these 

were salient in our research. The' first one is the self-genera-

tion model, and the second is the organizationally generated 

model.' Although clearly each has'features shared with the of her, 

and in each type there are self-generated and organizationally

generated cases, they tend to operate more with the one than 

the other. In order to understand the patterning of activity in 

any narcotics unit, the mode of assignment .and investigation of 

cases must be uncovered. Recall that unlike other crimes, vice 

crime requires the investigator to "\'lark fon'lard tl from information 

received to construct the fac·ts such that they will support a 

charge, or that the Prosecutor's or U.S. Attor'ney's office will 

"paper" them or make the charge. One does not work "backward'i 

, . from already previously established facts of crime, \vitnesses, 

statements at. the scene, etc. to found the case and subsequently 

to close it except in a special sense. Let us first examine the 
. . 
traditional or self-generated model gil!~,as it is outlined in 

.,Figure One. 
, " 
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Filure 0"6' 
", The Origination and Disposition of Narcotics Information:** 

The I~vestig~tor-Centered Model , 
, .\ 

Sources*** - pap'er 
:'; ~. 

;'~'i?hone call 
;;'t'anonymous tip" 
':':pr 'call by paid 
;['or' ,working infor-

•...• ~ 3x5 card or note 
.. ~ or vice complaint 

/-. .". or lnvestlgatlve 

"'" "f ,'" ' ' r+ mant- II sni tch" 

:~~t~arl from uniform 

report (P.D. 854) 

:;--. :~, :' . . 
;~-~',\,.:·ca.r • -: • -.... ,- • ~. _0 ' ..... . 
• 'r _' 

~. c. 

(P. D. 68) 

Police 
Dispositions 

•.••.. ) 854 file and/or. 
violator file 

referral to district 
.' vice investigators: 

,-

r:~~"cbntact with an , 
.. , 

, : ~ .' 

!~::::::::r: ~~~ .. ;.[mr~l ~~~. ~:~~~:: ;~~~:~:~. ~~~~l1ed 1",) 
search 'or 
arrest~2 

for reimbursement) 
,','cruising" ---

warrant' 1 ,'Y 

8~~observation by 
/'officers in tinmarked 

':~!'-~'< 

"raid:~.( 
(5 ei zure,,';[ 
arres tr,!·;i: 

" surveillance 

note, etc.' (above)' 
or street arrest < 

forms: "f; 
P. D .. 163 (statement of,;::c~ 
facts fQr court) . 
DEA 7 (narcotic evidence, 

'-:,';'-] 

seized) , 
returned warrant 

, 
*Hetro Department is used ,as an exa.'Uple here; hence, the use.of' 

·speqifi6 terms for forms e.g., 854, 68~ The figure is intertded 
to berepresep.tatiyeof, a type of informa'tion flo'\:1and administra~ 
tive procedure found in narcotics departments. It'shouldb~ 
,noted that this 'is. not a' closed system in that ata.nYPoint" 

" . information can be :Lost or, ejected without formal l1ot:;i.ficat:Loll,. 
'Implie:ittheri in any decision point is the option of simply, 
'eliminating the case from furthe:r;- consideration :,;.' 

**l)otted li!les 'showalternatives' ustla.1ly 
practice. 

"" ' : 
, , 

\vri tten or, not 
buys '\yhich, mpst ,be 

" ,".' 

',i' , :;i 
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Figure One. shows, information flows in from a variety of· 

. source~.; These incoming caj.ls and informational. tips are not 

.t~pe recorded, unlike otnerlcalls to the main s;'itchboard of the 

police department.or otherwise required to be put in writing. 
\ 
.-

monitors or records 6fficiall.y any of the sources. 'No 
. . \ 

could verify or have knO\"ledge of a complaint except through 

official paper generated by the officer (e.g., his buy reports, 

investigative reports, and his submitted vouchers for reimburse~ 

wEnt for buys or information) unless it were independently brought 

to his attention, e.g., phone call or complaint made directly 

to an official. They are not known by officials unless one 

answer the phone. As a result, since an offici~l record is not 

always made, few cases are assigned to investigators by sergeants 

in the manner of other investigative divisions. Most cases are 

thus self-initiated, self-defined as to· promise, priority and 

length, and in effect, self-closed. If an investigator keeps a 

case file locked in his desk, as many do, rather than in a 

central file,.he maintains almost complete control over and 

knowledge of his cases. 

Although sergeants are informally given information 

and activities as a matter of courtesy by thelrinvestigators, 
I . 

. .. 

do not know how many cases anyone investigator is. working 

g~ven time. The sergeant's best indices are 

of drugs ... bought. if. the man is working und!,?rcover, 

officer for buys, expenses and milsage for 

'officers, and the investigative reports submitted to 

sergeant is usually, although not necessarily; the superVising 

§igriingotfiber on 



statements of facts for court submitted by the members of· 

his squad. In the Metropolitan Police Department, since the~e 

is nqbaseline of cases accepted, or founded crimes, no clearance! 

for narcotics investigations are kept. No6ases . 
are "opened ll or IIclosedll(except in the mind of the investigator 

or an' occasional administrative closure)becausenarcotics cases 

are infinitely expandable: each seller has a 

has another, etc. up the de,alingpyramid., An arrest can be 

·viewed.as closure or as a·mere overture because "You always 

to 'spih' a guy when you arrest him [pressure him to become' an 

informant in exchange for police intercession on thedefendent's 

behalf \'lith the U.S. Attorney], and try to go higher" (Sgt. 8). 

Thus, the number, type, promise, and 'current developments ina 

given investigation may be known only by the investigator. The 

further one goes from the street buy/bbst situatioh or observation-

arrest,to investigations involving dealing which may involve a 

net\'lork of employees, secondary level dealers and 

the more time is involved in surveillance and background \'lork, 

and the greater manpoVler required .. Given the opportunity costs 

involved in longer term investigations, in the absence 

actions to induce.compl~ance' with a 

. Getting at higher level dealers, of ten involves wireinte:r;;-<: 
cePt, evidence which is often .excluded.from court, constrncting!,l 
aponspiracy charge (very difficult to prove since it'usua:I.ly.· 

""does 'not 'Involve a seizure wherepossession:'can he. shown c61,~ 
lec tivEdy), and long 'and careful \'lork. Thus., the lihighefllin . 
. the dealing pyramid the. investigation seeks',.to go, ·themoteexpen~'·· 
s,lve it is ,the less likely to yield arreEjts ,the more :s~bject ',' 
to court control and decisions, and~, conversely,' the fe\v~r a17rest:s" 
.it yields 011> a monthly basis. . '. . 
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term invest.igations (and hopefuliyaimed at pOints 
. . 

of the dealing pyramid), most narcotics policemen 

seek to red1-.lCe the. time spent in investigations by clos:j.ng 

ou~ with arrests as soon as this is possible. 

jurisdi.ction pays additional (overtime) pay for COll,rtappearances, 

this will, in addition, motivate officers to make arrests 

and more frequently. 



.. 

,'. 

cali from u~i£ormcar 
personal contact with· an . _ 
·Informant'. (wi ttin,g or 
um<litting) . 

l '~""?V;"'::':\(:i ;~':~;':'(!)'~'~'.~ 
Dl.spos.l.tJ.on •. " 

__ > 'local investigation.'~' .)I>I!in:form~t .. i .. on ... o. n .. iy .. "'.'fil.'.'e: . 
. ." lead sheet I' .' or '. . '.' 

. '. . assigned by shift cOI':uncmder 
by ~rea.Entered in'~og 

or . book as assigned (2wee]<:s 
to report back) • 

___ ~ classified file (buy) 

.' request 
• money _ • ~ money* 

-l, 

l.Pendirig+ 
'. hi 2 -' Open (u11c1er 

. . . ~ . investigatiQn) ~:: 1;3. C10sed bY.~crest·· 
. • . • • -> controlled buy ~ and classl.J:l.catl.on& 

. I I . >, '~4.· Closed by excep:-
tion¢ . 

or search or 5. Closed unfounded@ 

survei,llance 

buy >t' • ... <. • .'. .. 
' .• informant's file 

. 

. ....... ' .' con. tains. .' reports 'all buys made 1 'war-
rants/ arrests to 
y;hich informants 
cohtributed. 

arrest ________ __ 

warrant' ~raid (seizure, arrest) 

~ . 

Forms: 
report for prosecutioh 
RD# assigned 

return sheet 
(plus memo on why 

money not returned, 
if that is the case) 

lab analysis'form (if drug evidence) 
property register . (if drugs, money, 
guns or vehicles ai'e ,seized) 

copies: 
Cln, State's Attorney, Records_ 
Original remains in Narcotics Unit • 

. *Each investigator retains about $50 for miscellaneous expenses, and on occasion ma,y use this . 
~~bUy~oney_ " . . ' .... '.' . ' .'. '. . 

..:+:E'0:t:',c;x,ilmple,nofurt:hcrinformation ,available:. inforr'1ution is received that' a person is 
:,dealing f.J;om a certain location, surveillance is undertaken and no deuling is observed. 
< ,·'.¢Every ert"ottis made to close a case;. "ihether by urrest, unfounding or by exception. An arrest. 
·~,br6.ught,ab9ut. by 'Wha,t.ever course ,of events ,retrospectivelygenerates a leud,sheet,alocal inves
,"·ti.g'1-tiol1~,'andiRD 'number «radio dispatch" a. stanqard records nomenClature, in thedep:lrtment,whether 

,<, ..•... ' .. radibui~patch.wasusedornot) .anda classification .. ' The classiHcation. categories arc behavioral, 
,~;; .• " ", ·anq,astprisks.areu$cd to,indicute . the types of violations on ,,;hich the officqrhAs discretion on ' 
,;/~(; 'qseof. aJ::'rest~'Thedisc:retionary items are such things as littering and some types .of traffic viola-
,,:0;: .. ,tions~':· ... ' "', ,... . 
:;:.X,'~:,@For.,e:.ml11ple,ah informant mnke~a controlled buy, then leuvcs townorcunnot be,reacl1ed 
~.';:;".;t~forfu:rthe,rwotj{'~~g."introducirig anunaercover policeman to, his. (i;he .il'lformant' s) ,source for. a: 
;\::,::';,:. ;', ...... ". hand ... to~harid'buy~; .'Thein\-estigation cannot go furth~r without the l.nformant, but, ml:ght berevl.vs9-

~~:~~~~w~rt~~~.~~ 

, ' 

t.· •. 

.....' 00 
. I' 



organizationally generated model, shm'm in Figure T\'lo f 

is more formally handled. All incoming' -information 

c}assified into one of three types - information for local 

investigation (anonymous tip, citizen information, informant 

information); classified :r::eport (narcotics buy inforl11.atior .;;..;.. 

logged ina master sheet in the safe, report~d in and out bY,a 

required written form) or special informant file.' If the irtvesti- -. 

gator who takes the call (or a secretary whoansvlers one of the 

two confidential nunwers) decides it has no promise, he can 

- simply handle it by phone (this is rare), or a lead sheet can be 

written up. This lead sheet is usually typed by secretaries from. 

notes or taped remarks made by investigators. It is then assigned 

by the sergeant or the shift commander, and given a status: 

information only (simply filed) or made a. "local investigation." 

Two copies are made - one kept by the Sergeant and one assigned 

to an investigator by the region of the city (each investigator 

has a region assigned to him/her). The local must be dealt with 

in some \'laywi thin 2 weeks - closed, _ closed by exception, pendil,1cj, 

or closed by arrest. (see Figure 2) • When an arres-t is made; 

inci;p.ent: is . assigned an RD number (radio dispa~ch*umber}so 
"", 

can be processed thru central record~ {eV~~ 

radio dispatched); it is classified under a 

~vailablecategories, and given a general departmentala:r-rest ". 

When in fact this ''lorks . backwards .:. 
- " 

investigation and closes it with an 

Q,f the relevant numbers and-classifiCations:mtist 
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is the case in the self-initiated:model. Furth~i, 

index of what investigato;r:'s -

doing bec~use they have access to and must sign all requests 

buy money" have a list of locals assigned to each officer 

and marked out in yellow so that the 
,- -

approve any S1 file prior to its being established. 

each officer must ori each lead sheet write 

on each investigative episode,·and must call in 

at least once an hour to the communications center for messages. 

'q:~t should not be suggested that in such administrative systems 

that the same structural problems ofaccountabili ty and invisibility. 

are not present. They are, for the reasons discussed here. In 

part the difficulty arises because no one considers locals to have 
.. . . -. ~ 

much potential. As one inves-tigator put it, "'ve do better on 

ones we instigate ["investigate" 'vas probably the intendedwordl 

ourselves. 11 Their ~tatus is problematic as well because some 
. -

investigators do not do thepapervlOrk on them, others hold 

as if they were pending, although they. are noti extensions 

and when someone is _ ''lor king something hig 1 he is either 

locals, or is allowed to let them go. 'Nevertheless,_ 

this is ~n assignml~nt made by the Sergeant, not 



Ambigui ty; and corruption 
r 

The previous features If a case in narcotics enforcement 

not T of course; incidehtal to the generation of the sorts 

of' corruption found 'in some\narcotics units. We have noted 
\ 

how the usual means of assessing success through closure! 

clearance rates is impossible in units that keep no base figures: 

on cases accepted, and less than meaningful in others since the 

,closure rat'es for assigned cases indicate I at best I fairly 

perfunctory following up of leads provided by citizen's calls 

"to the department. The tenuous relationship between paper I pro-

cedures, and practice introduces a consistently problematic 

.'. ~. 

There are some general reasons why it is difficult to 
operate in an administratively "soundll fashion i.e., in the same 
hierarrihic~lly controll~d fashion that is the model for super
vision in patrol divisions. The absence of policy, for exaI;lple, 
i.e. ,'I,-,7ri tten procedures and policies, exists not only because 
of the inherent flexibility of the work and the numerous ad i'lOC 
decisions 'I,,,hich must be made, but because if the public '!,'lere-
aware of the policies, they would in all probability demand changes 
(see PCC, 1967). Secondly, the flexibility in narcotics ~n~ , 
the presence of the "invitational edge ll of corruption (cf.Manning 
and Redlinger) leads to high 'turnover in personnel. Transfer 
is a management technique designed to reduce temptation, but 

, also comes because the units are virtuaJ.ly al'l,'lays voluntary, 
and persons, can be transferred in and out on request. This 
very tu:cnover rate, although on the oneha.n.d reducing the poss 
that a ,young officer will come under the influence, of practi-
tioners ,'of crime, also means that to the degree he does not 

, possess. these, acquaintances and access points, he 'will be an 
ineffectual officer. 



between the real and the apparent. Thus, \ve take the 

accurate and meaningful control over cases and information 

a synecdoche for the entire operation. 

However, loosely articulated administrative procedures, 

,are dramatically made salient by the very real ,and continuous 

depe'ndence of narcotics officers upon informal bargaining and 

negotiation between themselves, their informants and their 

lawyers, and the prosecuting attorney's office. To understand 

the additional complexity of processing narcotics cases, influence 

e~erted by the Attorney's Office upon successful prosecution 

and/or termination of a narcotics case must be appreciated. 

As we have shown above, the policeman creates, generates, 

or makes happen events or transactions subsequently labelled as 

crime. He does this in conjunction with informants who are 

employed for this purpose, and \-7ho are either paid for the 

. efforts in money or are "working off a beef," or are "under the 

gun, II i. e., are \vorking for the police in exchange for their. 

possible intercession with the prosecutory agency and the judge. 

indirectly in the reduction, nol-prossing or dismissal of a 

charge. Thus, arrests can be held in limbo, investigations 

.beput on "pending,". charges can be withheld «(especia~lyin 

. M~tropolitall Department \vhere the charge. isactuaily made by' 
, ' . 

the U~S .. Attorney, not the PoliceDepartment)qrnot 

,:in lieu' of consideration o;f "\vork"in the. :final~isposition 

In other words I following an arrest', there \~ill be 

'n~gotLitionsbet\veen the prosecutor's 

ia\'lyer.aridthe defendent and thepoliceofficerconce'rriingth.e 

the person do and the' ~o~si~ied~~l 
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made if he successfully works off the beef. This work takes 

place between arraignment and final trial date. Often, the 
( 

attorney can set' a trial date such that the defendent can work, 

have h~s charges dropped, modified or nol-prossed, and never 

appear in court (either as defendent or a$ ~itness in any othei 

case in which he participated). Promises are made to this 

effect by narcotics officers early in interrogation after arrest, 

and in deals \vi i:h the relevant lawyers. But it should be 

underscored that there is no.policy on the nature of an "accep-

table deal" in the attorney's office; there is no written agree-

ment involved, and that the "promise" also.has the quality of ' 

a threat over the head of the person. It is legally sanctioned 

extortion. 

Further, the promise of cases varies virtually from day-to-

day, thus the utility of such categories as "closed by exception II 

or pending ll
• As we have noted above, narcotics cases are·infinitely 

expandable, if one Hishes to ·"vlOrk up" to the source of a· drug, 

thus a decision taken at any point to make an arrest terminates 

the case at ll;~;s than its "full promS_se." . This cannot be said 

concerning arrests in other criminal cases.' Official records, 

arrests, charges, and convictions shift in meaning in narcotics 

!or the follmving reasons, all of which reduce the utility of 

conventional performance measures based on cases: 

Charges 'are often dropped because an informa.ntis to be 
protected; bec~use the buy itself is suspect; beca\lse 
deals have been made concerning the dispositiono~ the case 
by the U~S~ Attorney - U.S.A. and the person has "worked 
off the beef"; because the evidence is .inadequate·inthe 
judgment of the u.S~A. - it is' "no papered" (no cparge is 

Cases can be resolved by other means- DEAintervention; . 
the actions of state agencies; becauseequipment'brmanpower;' 

:unavailable or an affidavit is denied. .. '." . 

; .. , 
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",Arrests may be, made for reasons other than' or counter to 
the aims of the department, and even a large number Of 
arrests may not be thought of as rapresenting "making good 
cases." 

Cases may be dropped because of a lack of money to "buy 
up" (make larger buys to get to a source); because of an 

,unwillingness of the department to further, cover an under
cover man,or because he has to actually deal in dope to 
maintain his cover to' buy, up. In other ... vords, administra

'tive decisions above or beyond the control of the agent 
can terminate cases. 

It may not be true, as Skolnick writes, "It is impossible' 

to count crimes \·;ithout complaints" (1966:168), but it is true 

that all that can be counted does not count, nor is all that is 

counted taken into account, and many things that are not counted, 

do. Thus, official counts are viewed by all as "lie sheets," 

and ficitive constructions,' rather than a means to align policy 

and behaviors. The pressure to produce remains, assumed, even 

1.-:houg-h official statistics are not vie';ved -as valid indices of 

"suality ... vork," or "activity." 

I 
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,and the AdministrativE! Problem 
\ 

. ! 

The n~rcotics enforceJen~ proces~ is a reflection in an 

important way of the naturJ of the market that is being regulated: 
\ 

Ctradi tional form~of corrup~tion emerge from this regulatory . 
t 

context. The market and its' ramifications i.e.; making life· 

style a crime, 6reates the structural opportunities for tradi-

tional forms of corruption. It is precisely these forms of 

. corruption which the administrative devices described above are 

meant to control. These very devices, and the problematics of· 

case-making which they legitima~e, multiplely or secondarily 

determine the form of the processes which eventuate in the 

outcomes we have described. Let us sketch these intermediate 

processes to shm'1 ho\'1 they link administrative controls (or 

their' absence) with ·the externa11y "l·abelled forms of behavior 

or corruption. 

At least six forms of corruption: protection of 

arrog~tion of seized property; violence; using and dealing 
':./ 

in drugs i illegal searches and seizures and bribes ;/\ can be 

directly linked to the ambiguities of case-making in narcotics 

units. 

1. Protection of informants. It is to the advahtage of·' 

natcotics agents to have criminals (their informants} on the 

other charges are void~d, or"bfficers ~re 

to overlook crime. The loose controls over 

.' Unless otherwise noted,. instances' cited are, 
·or observation. 



permits this body of criminals to operate. . ' 

i 
, , : ~ . '. ' ~ 

. Control over establishing ihformants can be either ,loose or 

'. ',fully controlled.' If ther1 is nCl careful control on the creation 

SE (special employee paid by the police department) " 

, ' ca\n fictive names and persons be created; or faise payments, 
, , 

registered to an SE who never receives them' (the investigator 

makes up a report or voucher, ·signs the SE '·s name, and pockets 

'the money). Some informants in lvletro Department were virtually 

on salary for services rendered, or future services to be 
.' 

rendered. ;;'/ Since in this department there \V'ere no guidelines 

for payments for seizures ("~\Te just lay some coin on them if it's 

.~ good seizure, a better one than we expected"), amounts from'a 

n~ckel (paid as an insult) to a $200 a week salary have been 

paid. Since payment is personalized and variable, varying 

amounts of cash may actually reach an SE (and if he is working 

off a beef; he may be paid, but has no recourse if he feels it 

is inadequate, nor does any SE in Hetro Department). 

-: 

-~The calculus of payment is understood best by viewing it as 
a reflection of several aspects: the size of the dealer to 
which the activity is directed, the risk involved to the 'infor ..... 
mant ,the level at which the informant is buying (whe,ther in 
weight or in bags) and the biographical context of the rela ..... 
tionship betw'een the informant and the officer' e. g., what do you 
expect from him, what has he done in the past ~ . Thus, ,there is 
no gradient of payment based on.the size of bag alone '(e. g., , ' 

'payment for making a $10 buy), because all such payments reflect 
the,'moral relationships outlined above. ,Paymentreflectsboth" 
expressive and instrumental aspects of the relationship, and " ' 
payments are made in a sense on "principle" or the relationship:' 

,one investigator said about payments "[if a goodinforrnant] calls 
, , .' me up, I tell them,. call me up if you need some money .......... I can " 

take care of them. If they have been "lOrking for me in the past . 
andr knmV' they'11 work in the future; then I '11 take, care ofi't 
[theirreguest for money]. ,'They just have to COIne by. and pick it' ' 
up. ,',I'll take care of i tfor them.1I 'Thisi.s, possible. in this. 
department because, the voucher requesting reimbursement simply'" 
requires tpe investigator to write "for information received in ',' . 

"conriection with~nvestigation ..• , Police·D~partment".' 
>No ,further explanation 'necessary. ' 
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, 'cornmon' and protects 

Informants arrested 

uniform man, may be 

i 
informants 

. i 
effectiiVe 

I 

! 
on another 

handled\in 

fro~ criminal charges is very 

informants from immobilization. 

charge, for example by a . 

a variety of ways depending 
\ 

on the importance of the cases he is working, what (or who) 

the investigator thinks the informant can do, what previous 

charge he is ''lorking off, a.nd what charge he is presently 

facing. Since this is done informally, no records are kept, 

and the arrangement is worked out and kept solely between the 

investigator whose snitch is in trouble and the uniform man. 

In some cases, when facing an additional charge as one inves-

tigator put it, "He just has to work harder to clear that charge, . 

too. II But in others, protection of a "good" informant against 

subsequent charges is requisite to success in investigations. 

Cases are dropped as a matter of working agreement in Metro· 

Department if the "snitch" has to appear in court to testify in 

the case. (As a result, they attempt to get a search warrant 

which does not name ·the snitch, or obtain a hand-to-hand buy 

from the deale~ to an undercover agent.) 

Such protection of informants is sometime~ ironic. For 

example, in Suburban Department, if one is convicted of a per

sonal possession charge ("292") and has no criminal convictions 
. . 

during the following year, the conviction is expunged. However, 

. these persons are known to the police to be vulnerable, and as 
r . 
one sergeant put it, "We like to .see people on 

[because they can be "asked" to work] and even 

, ment, iI the records are kept in the narcotics branch 

' .. 
':'," 
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Because they have the threat of a charge hanging 
, ' . 

infor~ants are induced 'to do things outside legCll 

the bargain \'lhich they thought they had struck .' ' 

"Informants in Hetro Department have been coerced to have sex 

\'lith officers, to smoke dope with them, to inform on their 

brothers (for $22, the amount the brother who informed had 

stolen from his mother's purse). Informants have no guarantees 

that if their information or work is judged to be' inadequate 

(doesn't yield drugs in a raid) that they will not have to 

testify in a case (which may endanger them), and thus be "burned" 
Or alternatively , 

I\{their names can be put.out on the streets by officers naming 

the p~rson as a " snitch"), nor that their own cases will go forl-'lard 

for charge and trial. Their payments are personalized, based on 

" iriv:estigator' s judgment I and there is no guarantee that they will 

be paid at all. 

The flexibility of protection arises and persists both from 

the absence of policy and administrative complicity. It is t\'lO-

s,ided and catches up agents and informants in a very dangerous 

'game of deception ,and manipulation. The problematic nature of 

"contract" between the agent and the informant is such that he 

extorted to work, fears further cOnviction (the longer 
. , 

in narcotics, the grea'ter the threat against him) I and is 
.. 

to,produce useful information. Since.this information is 
, ' ' 

, almost solely by the officer as to its 
/,' , 

dropping of charges, the officer bears 

,thk"knowledge' he is given. He bears frequent :fears ofbei,ng 

will II get over II on him • ()nthe other. hand, : ' 

to lie to.add 

':1 
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they can lido". or buy from someone)'; to provide low-level 

information (turn in someone at the same level. as' one 's self 

against retributive violence. from other dealers .or junkies 

(and thus to restrict infermatien given) and te "cover one's 

ass" (e.g., to pretect ene's .own dealing while working off a 

.or the dealings of ene's lieutenants .or seurce). 

2. The arrogation of seized property. The existence .of 

drugs en 'a raid is problematic. The serving of a warrant is pre-

dicated en its existence, but a variety .of things can lead to a 

raid "ceming up empty." Thus, it'is pessible fer a raid party 

.or offic~r to cellect drugs fer persenal use .or sale. Cellusions 

between .officers allews it te be seized fer persenal us~; fe~ pay-

ment te infermants; .or fer dealing .oneself. Meney and drugs are 

.often feund te which ne .one wants te admit .ownership (since it 
. .... .. 

weuld implicate them in a censpiracy te deal, te manufacture .or 

deal). Even after securing a d'l.vellingthat has been legally. 

entered, money, guns and drugs can "walk" if the raid caardinator 

is nat fully in charge, if confusien ensues, if unifermed .officers' 

are abse~t, badly placed, .or inexp~rienced in securing the 

etc. If there is no pel icy requiring a sergeant or higher 

.officer te a,ccempany all raids I ne supervisien' te speak .of'is 
_$ 

present (this was true in Suburban Department). \ Drugs 

be cut .or "lest" as was) the case in New Yerk, .or simply 

asa reeultef faulty handling .of evidence. 

are interrogated by .only e~e .officer whe reports t.o the 

"t?-::,\:·- ,- .'.: ;}:-. ~ . ~ 

.:.' . Qu.asi .... legal seizures .of automabiles alse. eccur,bqt 
;~~:ii<',: rUles en hai1dlingthem vary so much that itisunfairte' 'specul.?ite 

li~0,g,,;~~!~!~~!;~!}~~:~:~::~!j:~~~:;~ig~;!gir1E;:;~~~~::i~~~~::~2~~-
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the existence and locatien of drugs or money is unknmvn 

administrative flexibi;tity permits manipula-' 

.of evidence by the officer once in" the house. 

3~ Vielence is an inherent part of narcotics enfercemetit. 

is so, of course, because it regulates and interpenetrates an 

illicit market wheie legal protections are non-existent and"where,. 

trust and trust-violations in business dealings are frequently 

the ~ource of revenge, retribution, betrayal and Ehe like~ The 

mode of enforcement, vlhich itself createsl requires, and perpetuates 

deceptiens, duplicity and surprise intervention in private affaiis 

by both citizens and police (in the form of arrest and search 

warrant servings), creates the opportunity for violence~ 

Retribution is an important, aspect .of narcotics - inv,estigators 

like to drive around or cruise in dealing areas te "get things 

started,1I or to mount massive surveillance against a dealer, .or 

to occasionally put an informant lIeut front"because he burned an 

investigater or lied to him. All the above are means to indb"G~ 

violence against each o,ther among the user/dealer world. Infor--

mants can also be burned in court by making them testify, 

them vulnerable te retributive violence. 
I 

, The mos"t common form of violence is that encountered in a 

teuched off at either of several key pointE; where the fra~a.ie 
. . "':.' (.IJ· .' 

order is shattered - \'lhen an unexpected event .occurs just after 

a deor is hit e.g., a deg springs .out at ,the raid'party, arnan' 

stands directly in front .of the entry-way 

scatters and screams; when someene rushes 



that eVening to rE!move it): when frustratio'n 

not found. At the 

' .. made to the occupant 'or owner - to either tell us where 
, 

,~ -'" 

or we take apart the house .~}, 

Since a strong case rests heavily on the finding of dope 

evidence, if it is not found, retribution in the form of the· 

search-wrecking takes place, or violence (beating). is. 

to the individual. A raid may be used as revenge, even if no 

dope is expected to be found; or everyone present on the premises { 

at the time of a raid may be arrested and brought in, even though 

evidence is ''leak against them in an attempt to coerce people to 

turn as informants against the person suspected, or to work in 
subsequent. cases. There is pressure to coerce .. confessions" from 

persons arrested where the evidence is ''leak, where no dope \'las 

found, although buys had been made, and violence can erupt 

this time of frustration. All of these 

chances of making a· case, are administratively permitted or 

'invisible to supervisors, and therefore, are produced and given' 

.life through the working agreements that govern the process 

narcotics enforcement. 

"'>" 
. 'Ina county ajoining Metro, not studied by us, sledge .... 4 ....... ~." ........ 

are used'~. in the \valls, and houses, torn app.rt ',in: sear~hes(with 
county. liability to pay unless a civil suit is brought. . 
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,Using and dealing in drugs is found in undercover 

obs.erved· cases of using (cf. Ivlanning and Redlinger) while on. 

but undercover \'lOrk in suburban .department virtually··· 

Agents (with one exception). admitted to using a 

Hash-smoking apparatus when p~ssed~ although hero~n waanot used. 

case we encountered, an undercover policeman .Sold 50 

of preViously seized marihuana to another undercove~ 

man in a parking lot to impress or "get in with ll the person' 

accompanying the policeman who dealt. In this same department, 

the Attorney's office approved selling or giving 

sented as drugs to persons by officers. Aspirin was sold as 

Quaaludes (Methaqualone), and a mixture of milk sugars'\vas given 

to an addict to shoot up in the officer's presence. Allare 

quasi-legal ~eanp to entrap a user/dealer, or to simulate narcotiQs 

. involvement by agents, in spite of official structures against use. 

'. and dealing. Thus, although the Captain in 

unit told one of us that "no drugs of any kind were used by 

investigators," and that lIif they did use, they would be trans-

.. ferred out of th~ unit immediately, II' he '\vasalso aware of the 

fact t,hat it is virtually ~mpossible to work undercover 
,. 

'\'leigh the danger to oneself 6f refusal tOtlse I the' 

imp'liqations that that revelation might have for 

investigation, and the long-~erm impossibility of 

use. The moral dilemmas can be succiritly stat~d; 

the dealing' chain, 'dealing and/or· usi·ng.drug~ 
. , - '-'. - ", " 

-is, a virtual requirement'; any capable undercovEir polic~ma:n>will 



to act in accord with unwritten rules to avoid use, and 

the interest of a more effective .i.e., higher level 

" . 
'5. Illegal searches and seizures;\ Illegal search~s are 

facilitated by ruse to enter.a house (see Manning, 1974; Skolnick, 

1966:?-q ); claims are made to having seen items (contraband, 

guns I implements) II in plain sight ll through ~.,indmV's (also occurred 

once in the IYletro department after an anonymous tip led. officers 

to the scene); or smelled marihuana (Lansing case). Threats are 

made to gain illegal entry: IILet us in and give us your dope, 

and we won' t charge you with possession of \V'hat, we find, or we 

get a search ~.,arrant and come back and wreck the place. II 

Since much evidence is obtained by means of warrants, the 

handling of warrants is critical. Some departments 

to write affidavi ts ~.,ithout a sergeant's signature. Administra~ 

:,;" tively I the definition of an II illegal search ll is not determined 

.bythe police department, but by the judge after the fact; th:i.s 

increases the neutrp.lization potential of the officer.' s 

the 'courts are IIhandcuffingll them and that the work can only be, 

done by ,systematic evasion of the spirit of the law in searches. 

Let us eliminate initially as problematic/retrospective . . 
" ...(see below). those searches which were. entered into wi ththe. approv~t 
. 'of affidavits and signing officials ,but where evidenc'eis excluded ,,:

by a judge prior to returning. a warrant e.g. , in Metro Ciepartment .. 
, .' a judge .. excluded as evidence telephones and asawed"'"off shotgun 

with pistol grips obtained in a gambling/narcotics raid. . 
,.- ',' 



Bribes.' An illicit market centers discretion in regula-" 
, . 

. and seller pressure upon ·the agent and thus makes him most 
. . "" 

However, the procedu~es surrounding and leading. 

to arrest for a narcotics crime are secret and protected, both 

by proclivity of narcotics agents .. Their 

in a case are largely invisible, and they 

made concerning 'vorking off beefs, payment made " 

seizures, guns or information leading to apprehension of:, 
'-,,-

felons on other charges. This opens the possibility far the; con

version of these fees into personal gains, or to accepting money' 

in return for consideration. In Metro department, an agent ''l,as 

being paid-off bya large Cocaine dealer to inform him of '\-,hen a 

raid \'laS planned; the agent .was paid in part in drugs and 

in money. Further, because there are not fixed 

at '''hich decisions are made about the termination of cases I private 
. . 

decisions can be made, and may, come under the influenge of suspected 

viola.tors. Supervisors do not, generally speaking, 

knowledge concerning the credibility of information 

by an agent. And, for example, by skillfully manipulating'infor"'; 

mation, agents can carry out "false raids" that' come 
I 

'. tect .~ person" or can plan and execu·te raids·against 

dealer. This may be administratively,approved 

a snitch is '\-Jorking to revenge himself against his 

may be, .nevertheless, induced by bribes. 
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Conunent 
." 
"'We have re.iterated some of the themes of the previous paper. 

This paper argues and analytically defines.previous examples .to 

f~nction of the-administrative structure of narcotics 

departments. Given such a system and its generation of miscel

laneous delicts, the visibility and labelling of the episode 

still requires some explications. Assuming by our definition 

that all occupations are characterized by corruption, ''I7hy are 

some forms in some occupations more visible, more public as it wer~? 

To discuss the conditions under which narcotics corruption' 

is revealed, some aspects of the power hierarchy in criminal 

justice should be outlined: occupa·tions seek to maintain control 

over areas 'I.:-7hich effect their discretion and autonomy (there 

are a variety of ways in w'hich they attempt to carry this out -

cf. Form, 1968). The more authority and power possessed by an 

occupation relative to another, the more it will have carved 

out semi-autonomous status in that relationship with reference 

to t;1e definition of error made by its practitioners (cf. Friedson, 

1970). The occupation may have developed its m'ln mode of 

dealing with and processing such errors, once they become known 

(Goode,1962?). Conversely, the probability t'hat such.practi-

tioners will be subject to civil or criminal 

reducedjand civil suits are much more likely than criminal 

suits among high status occupations (professions). In less 

occupation, the problematic area.$ of occupational 
, . '. :: ", 

will be surrtiundedby rules, but the context 

rules are interpreted, utilized,' and 



to the definition of other more powerful occupations. 
I 

the definitions :0£ error or bad pract.ice, or violations " 

of procedural expectations kn less powerful groups remains 

shifting and, ambiguous in slpite of their' o\'ln attempts to provide 
I 

definitioI'}.al clarity and to \ control the context \'li thin Which' 
\ 

the violation is defined and labelled (e.g., Hughes, 1958) •. 

Organizational rules dealing \'lith procedures in uncertain areas 

are those from \.;hich flow the types of problems a1ternativedy 

1~be1led as corruption, ma1feasance,'and violations of trust, 

as well as a variety of other delicts. 

This is not to say that the ,prestige and pO\ver of occupations 
is static and unchanging, rather to point out that it has 
s'tructural and more or less epduring arrangements. For example, 
w!li,le the State may be more- likely to focus its defining pm'ler 
on less pO'iverf-u1 occupatiorial ahd cl~ss groups, that does not 
obviate its ,changing of focus to those that are more powerful. 
We can observe processes through both the legislative and -

. judicial bra:nches of the State. In one, hearings 0f accountability 
are held \'lith reference to changes in the law, while. in the 
other criminal proceedings may be brought against groups and 
organizations heretofore left to define problems and administer 
themselves. This change in focus by the State may be temporary 
and have little structural effect on the arrangements of social 
po\'ler wi thin the society I or the effects may be more ,enduring 
and alter radically the arrangements. For example, the growth of 
State authority in the definition, and control of \vhat constitutes 
legitimate treatment of persons addicted to d17ugs, and prescribing· 
options (cf. Controlled Substances Act, 1972), can be seen to be 
a direct and successful challenge to the heretofore private domain . 
of physicians. This alteration in authority of course did .not .' 
occur overnight, but through a series of legislative and judicial' 
proceedings (cf. Lindesmi th I 1965; Musto, 1973).".' 

. "'. . • . \ f .... " },;. 
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For example, as the policies of the Attorney GeneraJ. and 

Justice Department change with regard to the evidence required 

for "probable cause" to issue an order approving a wire inter-

cept, apd as court interpretations. change, the, definition of 

the conduct of given pol~ce dep~rtments change - and sometimes 

retroactively. These changes cannot be controlled by the 

police and in the instance of retroactive rulings leads to, at 

least, cases being thrown out of court. In addition, such 

rulings can lead to officer embarrassment in court and before 

the public and public discreditation of the department. Retro~ 

active rulings redefine actions done in good faith by the depart-

ment at the time of initiation of the investigation. Thus, in 

the instance of retroactive. rulings the public definition of 

legitimate action is transformed! and the actions taken by 

police that were once legal become tainted. Public disclosures 

of procedures, previously legal or quasi-legal, now add credence 

to public belief that narcotics officers engage in widespread 

and intentional violations of the la'\V' (Parallels \vi th the ell .. 

investigations are clear). 

Achieving "probable cause ll itself involves operating in 
the "grey areas" or margins of the law. One frequent manner is 
to obtain information on telephone communications by the use of 
1I 0ne party consent" taps, which can.be accomplished by the u~e 
of a $1.50 instrument. The manner in which this can be done is 
to have a paid informant \vho knows a dealer make phone call$ to 
the dealer concerning the sales of illicit substances •. This 
information, once taped, then provides one, of the essential,' 
'features of an affidavit that constructs a networJ~ of relation..;. 
ships and interactions that, pdlice claim, will be incontrovertibly 
verified by a tap. ' 
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wi th regard to narcotic officers I la\v enforcement in 

-general, and less pm'lerful occupations ,one is more likely to s~e 

more of their errors made public than those committed by members 

of more powerful occupations. In addition, the context \vi thin 

which these errors will be vie\'led will be biased toward a 

"group" or'stereotypic interpretation, rather than viewing 

the-error as individual. Furthermore; as we have argued, the 

points at wh:Lch tension leads to errors and corruption vary in 

the regulation of licit and illicit go?dSi in illicit markets, 

agents are more suspectib1e for not only charges of corruptions 

but in addition are more visible targets for those investigating 

corruption .. "'~ We must assume these structural features are 

aspects contributing to the visibility and consequentiality of a 

given delict 1 \'lhatever the ~textua1 definition \vi thin the 

occupation might be. 

There are a variety of instances in narcotic law enforcement, 

such as grabbing someone by the throat to prevent the destruc":' 

tion (swallowing) of evidence, using elaborate costumes (mailman~ 

exterminator) and ruses (supra), and hitting the "wrong" door, 

which. are contextually defined at that time, as legitimate, shrewd,' 

and approved practices, that when reproduced {n court lead to a' 

ret~ospectiveredefinition of those actions as "brutality," 

"excessive force," and violations of constitutional right to 

privacy. 

. . . 
.~ It was riot surprising, therefore, that the KnappCommisysioI1-

"twisted II tainted officers into becoming informants who were', . 
-wired for sound .• According to the Serpico vo1l,lme,(1973),'eveiy 
attemp'twas.made to avoid. investigation' and/or prosecution of -
officers from lieutenants1ev~1 and Cibove .. - Likewise, scholars 

. 'investigating corruption. among 'police Jfor examplerSherman, 
,ed.(1974) , are mo.re1ike~yto focusc)l1visible lower. part;Lci'pant 
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As these' examples suggest, the' relative pcn"er of organizations 

multiply determines the pattern of errors '''hich can be revealed: 

because organizations have ~ferential access to rule

makers and enforcers; secondly, because the types of errors that 

, , !' are criminalized reflect the relative positions of such groups 

'''ithin the symbolic and pO'\ver orders of the society; and thirdly, 

because the capacity to cover up such errors is less enduring and 

''lell distributed in lower-prestige occupations (cf. 'the use, of 

.lm"yers by the corporations of Washington, Goulden, 1972;· and 

the use of lawyers by policemen and police departments, PCC, 1967). 

Finally, the differential visibility of errors in a direct 

reflection of the common-sense focus on the certain groups, given 

the political-historical emphases on such types 'of de1icts. 

Given these critical structural conditions, further research 

should focus on the interactional processes that lead to surfacing 

of the phenomena that are commonsensically labelled "corruption". 

What this says, then, is that "corruption" is a highly relativistic 

and contextual term on the one hand, and a clearly structured 

matter on the other. Both features of the term must be retained 

in any examination of the topic. 

One of the most important implications of' this analysis is 

that structural dilemmas maintaip. the ambiguity and associated 

corruption in narcotics law enforcement. To the extent that a 

society demands that laws be enforced which are themselves a 

~reflection of conflict in ~he political 

·,this enforcemen,t to agents and agencies 

~uthority, resources"and protect ibn to 

relai:ivepolitical terms) "do the 
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will reap the consequences:in terms of periodic relevation of the . . 
adjustments and rules of thumb which make a semblance of success 

I 
possible (after all, the e}~pectat:ions of "success" is genera-ted 

\ 
by public outcry about the (narcotics problem"). By that struc-

tural adjustment, s'ociety a~sures itself that nothing more 

~ffe~tively will be done. As one sergeant said: "If people 

want us to go out and drag iem in by their hairs [users, dealers], 

<I then we tIl do it, that's my job, but they gotta pass the layls so 

"\le can do the job. Bu·t if they \\'ant to have legal controls on 

us, and the courts and all, well, we'll bring 'em in and the 

courts \'lill just release 'em." But as long as society both 

requires -the regulation of drugs, and makes demands upon agents 

that they cannot meet, given legal constraints, the socio-moral 

pattern of the market, and the intent of the regulatory legis-

lation itself, then the concepts of lIerror", ucorruptionll, "crime ll 

';1$'< .. • i 

and "vlOrking practice;;"'o:tr adjustments will constantly rotate 

into public concern ahd' contin,ue to be differentially defined by 
• w 

different political audiences .. It i~ difficult 'to imagine that 

the police will benefit from the process, and both directly and 

indirectly the consequences of such regulation are costly .to 

the society as well as the police. 




